
IN THE GRENFELL TOWER INQUIRY

WITNESS STATEMENT OF MS NAZANIN AGHLANI

My name is Ms Nazanin Aghlani of I am the

daughter of Mrs Sakina Afrasehabi and the niece of Fatima Afrasehabi, both of whom died

as a result of the fire at Grenfell Tower on 14 June 2017.

2. The facts set out in this statement are from my own direct knowledge. Insofar as the matters

to which I refer are within my knowledge, they are true; insofar as they are not within my

direct knowledge, they are true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.

3. My mum, Sakina, was born in Iran on 4 April 1952. She arrived in the UK in 1997. She

lived in flat 151 of Grenfell Tower on the 18'1' floor since 2016 and her sister, Fatima

Afrasiebi, was visiting at the time of the fire. Fatima was born on 15 November 1957. El

4. I was born in Shiraz, Iran. I came to live in the UK with my mother in 197.

in Gloucester Road/Earls Court in London. We were there for 9 months.

5. My mother's first language was Farsi. She did not speak or write English particularly well.

She always needed me or Mona, my sister, to translate things for her, for example for letters

she received or appointments she had.

6. I want to talk about the background to my mum's residency of Grenfell Tower, and her

history vis a vis the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea ('RBKC' or 'the Council')

as I believe it shines light on what happened subsequently.
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7. From December 1998 until February 2016 my mum held an Assured Tenancy at Flat C 281

Ladbroke Grove W10 611E which was a two-bedroom flat. She lived on the second floor. I

lived with her and acted as her primary carer.

8. The configuration of 281C Ladbroke Grove, namely the presence of stairs, both to access

the property externally and within the property, made her living situation extremely

difficult. There were 42 steps to the front door of the flat and 5 steps inside the flat itself.

The block of flats had no elevator. My mum had an accident years before in Iran, which

resulted in many issues with the joints in her neck, knees and arms. She also suffered from

arthritis. She suffered from a great deal of pain and the features and structure of this

property contributed to and exacerbated her medical conditions that I will explain later.

9. hi 2000 we applied for a housing transfer on the basis of her health, so that she could live

in a more accessible home.

1 0. She was not granted a housing transfer until 2016. This was and remains astonishing to me

as she simply languished on the various housing lists for over 16 years. It is completely

unacceptable. I am going to go into some detail about what happened before then.

1 1 In March 2003 RBKC confirmed that my mother should be re-housed in a property with no

more than six steps to access it in total, or in a lifted property up to 4th floor level only. It

was stipulated by them that if she were to be re-housed it ought to be in more accessible

accommodation. I am in possession of the documentation in which this is confirmed.

12. Thereafter, she accumulated an increasing quantity of medical points owing to her poor

health, and was recommended various medical-related adjustments.

13. On the commendation of an Occupational Therapist her property was fitted with a bath lift

and handrails were installed inside the flat as well as on the communal staircase and the

entrance stairs from the street into the property. These modifications were to help her go up

the stairs. Throughout this time I was living with her. It was agreed that I was her carer.
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14. Due to her medical conditions and further assessments, additional medical points were

awarded to her, keeping her "on the top of the housing transfer list" (as referenced in recent

disclosure I have received from the Council).

15. In 2012 we felt we had no option other than to seek legal advice about my mother's

housing situation. A solicitor took on the case to look into why my mum was not being

rehoused. Up until then we had been offered two unsuitable properties only, one of which

did not even have a kitchen (it was, in fact, a one bedroom flat where the kitchen was

converted to a second bedroom) and the other not only had a tiny second bedroom but it

also shared a garden and entrance area with a neighbour who had a large dog. Both my

mother and my brother, who my mother cared for, were very scared of the dog

16. Every time we contacted the Council we received a general reply that there were a lot of

people and there arc not enough houses available. We were told that we just had to wait.

They did not seem to care about the effect of the long wait on my mother's health and

mobility. They said people had been waiting for 10 to 20 years.

17. In 2013 it is noted in her RBKC records that they were aware that her medical conditions

persisted. Later it was recommended by RBKC that she be placed in a 'step-free' property.

At this time she had a lot of difficulty walking, and had to walk with the aid of a walker

which even had space for her shopping. Following a review, RBKC said that my mother

had to be rehoused in a property which enabled her to get in and out of her property with the

use of a walker or in a property that had external storage space to accommodate for her

walker so that she could take the lift to her flat. It is noted in her records that the property at

281C Ladbroke Grove did not meet this criteria.

1 8. In 2014, in a RBKC Health and Disability review which I have seen, it was suggested by

RBKC that she be offered step-free accommodation, with flexibility to offer a property with

steps/stairs if there was somewhere at exit level to store her wheeled walker. It was noted

that she was a 'High Priority' and 700 points were awarded due to her incapacity to venture

Out independently and she was only able to manage stairs with rails in place, The
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adjustments, however, were not enough.

19. It is clear, therefore, that RBKC knew that, on the basis of her medical state, she ought to

be re-housed in accommodation in which ease of access was paramount. RBKC were also

fnlly aware of her medical state.

20. In I got married and I gave my notice to the Council. I was still living with my mutt'

though as my partner was studying. The plan was that I would stay living with my mum and

he would join us some time later.

21 In late 2013/early 2014 I made a bid for a property on my mum's behalf. 1 his was for a

two bedroom flat in a set of new buildings in Chelsea each of which was step-free and with

disabled access. She viewed the property and really liked it. She was granted priority for the

property, and was told she was at the top of the priority list. She accepted the property.

22. After all this time she was finally granted a place. She was very happy. We understood there

was to be a final check by the Council following acceptance of the property.

23. As we waited for the paperwork of the new property to be completed, we were shortly

notified that we were the subject of an investigation by RBKC. I have since learned that this

investigation was conducted by the 'Corporate Investigations team' of the RI1K.C.

24. The investigation claimed that (did not live with my mum and, therefore, her request for a

two-bedroom property was unfounded. I found this shocking. I was so upset to he accused

of this. We were told that they had been 'watching us', We felt like we were treated as

criminals. I lived with my mother to care and support her. I was officially her carer and

granted right to live with her. I had done everything lawfully and as asked and expected of

me.

25. When we contacted the RBKC housing department to understand what had happened they

told Us to wait for the Council to contact us. We were kept in the dark. You can understand

from our perspective that this was extremely frustrating and upsetting. After waiting for

years and years to be rehoused, we had finally got a place hut were now told that this was

not possible. No information was given to us. They just told me that there was a general
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problem, but no specifics. I called every day. On one such occasion a housing worker we

were dealing with let it slip that there was an investigation whereby it was claimed that I did

not in fact live at the property. She said she thought we were under investigation for 'fraud'.

She said this off the record. I explained that we had not done anything wrong. The worker

assured me that everything would be fine. I was just worried about losing the flat.

26. A few weeks later two of the Council's staff arrived unannounced at my mother's flat at

approximately 7 am. I had already left for work. To be clear, by this time we still had never

been formally notified of an investigation. My mother did not speak much English and she

did not understand who they were or why there were there. She did not understand the card

they showed her. They looked in my bedroom. They counted the number of toothbrushes.

They examined the property. They should have taken steps to help my mother - a disabled

elderly lady - understand why they were in her house. They knew about her medical

conditions, and that her diabetes was exacerbated by stress, She rang me as soon as they had

left to tell me what she thought had happened. I had to rush back home as she became

unwell as a result. When I got home she was in a very had state. She was

shaking. She was in shock.

27. We have assumed since that the officers came to the house to see if I still lived there or,

perhaps, if we were renting the second bedroom.

28. Even after this visit they did not send a letter explaining the situation. We had to telephone

them for answers. I found it to be a very personal attack against my mother. She was

vulnerable and they gave no account for that. She was scared that this could happen again.

She did not sleep. My brother started to stay with us at night to care for her in case I went to

work and it happened again. We tried to be around always to keep her company. She was

traumatized. She was someone who had great faith in the police and institutions, in the

Queen, but she was very scared.

29.

My mother suffered from many deteriorating health conditions

which meant that she needed a lot of care from me for her day to day living. I was her
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official carer and wanted to continue living with her to provide the care that she needed

RBKC had records of my acting as her carer and even

paid council tax for me owing to my acting as her carer. Our plan was always for me to

remain living in our home with my mother, in order to care for her,

30. Following the early morning search of our flat, we were called to attend an interview with

the same investigators who had come to our flat. We were heavily interrogated. They said

they knew we were trying to carry out a seam; that they knew that we were breaking the

law. I invited them to

check ill had an address elsewhere. they checked with my in-law's neighbours to sec if I

was living with my them. It was an awful experience. They were not at all sympathetic to

my mother's medical condition

and the stress and danger they were putting her though. They printed pictures from my

private Facebook account to show us.

They were not interested to hear anything I had to say. They

had already made their minds up before the interview even began.

31. As a result of the investigation my mum was suspended from the housing bidding system.

This meant that she could not he rehoused. She was informed that the Chelsea property that

she had been granted and accepted was to be withdrawn. This decision of the Council had

an overwhelming impact on my mum, her health and well-being. She was anxious all of the

time about it. She became extremely depressed. She would not leave the house. She

wondered who had made these allegations against us, and could not understand why the

Council did not listen to us when we explained that it was very obvious that I lived there. I

complained numerous times to the Council about their investigation and the way we were

being treated. As I have said earlier, we were treated like criminals. They said it could take

months and years to get sorted out. They said we could go to prison and summoned to court.

I observed first-hand the impact of the investigation on my mother: a huge deterioration in

her health and mental well being. The pressure from this resulted in my mum losing sight in

her right eye overnight. We took her to many specialists but we were told the cause was

stress. We informed the Council about her loss of vision in one eye, and the increased

danger to her health and safety because of the stairs at 28Ic Ladbroke Grove, but they did
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not care.

32. The investigation took a long time. They were trying to scare us and it worked: we were

shaken. They said the police were looking into it. We had done nothing wrong. It was so

obvious that they were trying to punish us for putting pressure on them to find us suitable

housing for my mum.

33. I chased the Council daily to know what was going on. They gave me no response or

explanation. I had to speak to a different person each time. I tried to contact those that had

dealt with my mum's case in the past at RDKC, such as Kathy Jones, the housing

occupational health therapist, but they too did not help and also spoke to me as if I were a

criminal.

34. In November 2014 after chasing this situation non-stop we were finally informed that the

suspension was lifted. We were told that the investigation was discontinued because of my

mother's illness. I was disgusted by our treatment and I want to put on record that it was

completely unacceptable. I was also told that I was no longer permitted to be considered

part of the application for housing transfer and, moreover, she could only bid for a studio

flat. This was insulting as she needed me with her to care and support her. This was further

shocking as I believe the housing rules state that anyone above the age of 35 is eligible to

live in a one bedroom flat rather than in a studio flat. It was very clear to us that the

decision-makers in the housing department could not hold us liable for any sort of crime

and, instead, decided to bully us in different ways. I telephoned the Council about the

limitations set as to the type of property my mother could receive, I was informed that we

could now bid for some one bedroom properties only.

35. At this time she was taking about 24 pills a day for her medication. Her mobility was

extremely bad. She was falling a lot in the streets. She had to walk with the walker. She had

dizzy spells regularly. She collapsed a lot. She had to keep Lucozade with her. She had

problems which she did not like to talk about. She was house-bound.

She rarely went out. I was doing her shopping, cooking and cleaning. She could not get

from the sofa to the toilet. Indeed, she had to hold onto mc just to go to the toilet. Those

were very dark days. She wanted to go to the park and see friends but that was, sadly, out of
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the question. The only time she left the flat was for hospital appointments. She was losing

control of her life. People had to do everything for her. She did not like to ask for help. She

never wanted to be a burden on her children but we could sec that she was physically

struggling. I want to stress that this was her condition prior to her move to Grenfell Tower.

36. Furthermore, up until her death my mum had degenerative medical issues including but not

limited to , type H diabetes Mellitus, joint and musculo-skeletal body pains,

arthritis all over her body, especially in her knees and back, chronic pain in her neck and

back, osteoarthritis of the knee, limbs, joints and knees, memory loss, hypertension, asthma

and depression. She was caused regular dizziness. She suffered from a risk of falls, and

stumbled on stairs regularly. She found that her legs became weak on contact with stairs and

she was left breathless when climbing stairs. She only tackled stairs when absolutely

necessary.

37. The difficulties resulted in a loss of her independence, such that she often did not go out of

her home alone. She lost contact and became disconnected from her community as most of

her time was spent inside her house, both 281C Ladbroke Grove and, subsequently, 151

G'renfell Tower. This isolation impacted upon her mood, well-being and mental health

considerably, and she had long standing mental health issues. 1 remember that my mum

became extremely introvert and upset. She was left in a position where she was unable to go

for a walk or to do everyday chores as she was entirely reliant on me and my brothers and

sister. She felt constantly depressed, tired and drowsy. She was On anti-depressants.

Although her diagnosis and condition remained consistent, her health declined over the

years and she regressed and saw no improvement.

38. She was refused numerous properties in the south of the 13orough of Kensington and

Chelsea, particularly in Earls Court, which was closer to where my sister, Mona, lived. Each

of these properties had lifts or accessible access. On many occasions she was refused

properties due to the presence of a raised platform (about 1-2 inches) in the entrance area to

stop rainwater entering the building. Each time RBKC said that she was a different category

and these properties were not appropriate. When I insisted that she could cope with a 1-2

inch step they would threaten to take her points away. We could not understand why the

situation was as it was, and could only conclude it was a personal attack. They ruled out
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many properties which would have been suitable for my mum. When viewing properties she

was often the only disabled person shortlisted but they would still prioritise others with less

serious mobility issues.

39. Moreover, some of the properties they claimed were more suitable were in fact the complete

opposite, and had serious issues with them. For example, they either had damp or no

kitchen, and were completely unsuitable for her accessibility needs. i felt they were doing

everything they could to stop her. It was so upsetting to see the effect of this on her.

40. I remember on one occasion she was shortlisted to visit a property. She arrived, and there

were various other people also viewing the property. She was the only one who turned up

with a walking aid.

41. After making a further bid, she was offered a property near Portobello Market. It was in an

old estate in the middle of the market on the third floor. It had stairs which were external

and an old lift which did not have sensors and the doors shut on anything in its way. If the

lift broke down she would not have been able to mount the stairs. It was dark and dingy

there too. It was not well-lit and, conseqUently, it was not safe. The property had dampness.

42. We initially accepted the property but decided it would be wise to visit it a few more times.

We visited the communal area of the property and on one occasion we were told by two of

the neighbours that the lifts broke down occasionally and that it took a long time for them to

be fixed. Indeed, an old lady who we met and who lived on the fourth floor said the lift did

not work for 40 days at Christmas. We were obviously very concerned about this and

contacted the housing department to express our concerns about the lift and the flat

unsuitability. We were told by the Council that there is no such issue with the lift and that

the lift was always immediately fixed. The Council informed my mother that if she were to

refuse this property she would be suspended by the housing allocations team and be denied

access to the bidding system for the period of one year.

43. As I have mentioned, at this time my mother's health was getting worse every day. She was

sick with worry about it. She kit threatened and seared of the future. My mum prayed to
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God that she was to be housed appropriately.

44. My mum's medical conditions were set out on numerous occasions by her GP and other

medical experts. Indeed her applications to transfer to suitable housing were supported by

medical experts, including her own GP, Dr Ramasamy. Throughout the RBKC's contact

with my mum, they were aware of her,medical condition, and of her deterioration.

45. We continued to bid on any step free property that was suitable, but she was not shortlisted

for any of the bids. At this point flat 151 Grenfell Tower was placed on the bidding system.

I did not tell my mum about it initially as I did not want her placed in a high rise with all of

her medical issues not least her tnobility problems.

46. I eventually told her about it. She said that it was being refurbished with new materials. She

said she did not have any choice. She told me that she was not well and

she had to move there. She was terrified that they would suspend her from the system and

she would never be rehoused. As a result I made a bid for it. I still feel terrible as I never

wanted her to make the bid.

47. My mum went with my brother Mohamed and Mona, my sister and auntie to view the

Grenfell Tower flat. It was not in a habitable condition. There was no proper cabinet in the

kitchen. It was still being decorated. There were gas pipes sticking out in the kitchen and

coming out of the floor. We were told ft would be 'sorted' hut it was. The building also did

not have an accessible route for a disabled person because it was still heavily under

refurbishment by Rydon. This was a big concern because when we asked no one knew

when the works would finish.

48. My sister Mona contacted the housing department with our worries about the Grenfell

Tower property but she was told that if my mum did not accept it she would be suspended

from the bidding system for one year. We asked if she could be placed into one of the newly

built vacant flats on the lower floors of Grenfell Tower. We were told this was not possible.

We were told that she had the choice to either move into flat 151 Grenfell Tower despite her

mobility issues or, instead, be suspended from the system completely.
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49. My mother felt forced to take the flat despite our serious concerns about the location,

accessibility and safety of the flat.

50. In early 2016 she was formally allocated a single bedroom flat at 151 Grenfell Tower (on

the 18th floor), Lancaster West Estate, London, WI 1 1TQ and she accepted the property in

late January 2016. Her secure tenancy began on 15 February 2016.

51. It was completely unacceptable, with her medical condition as it was and deteriorating

every day, she should not have ever have been placed so high up in Grenfell Tower. Her

housing file notes, from as early as 2003, that my mother should not be housed in a lifted

property above the fourth floor. Her condition had only deteriorated over the years so I

cannot understand why was this disregarded,

52. The refurbishment of Grenfell Tower was still ongoing at this time. There was no lift to the

ground floor, only to the second and third floor. She had, therefore, to go up two flights of

stairs just to get to the lift. There was no disabled access. This was the ease for 2 to 3

months at the beginning of her tenancy.

53. My whole family was worried about the accessibility of the flat, and the fact it was so high

up. But my mother had no choice. She had to take this property. I was never told about any

risk assessment(s) or check(s). They never discussed any of these issues. livery time I raised

them with the Council I was dismissed.

54. The Council or TMO installed new boilers when my mother first moved in. The boiler had a

decorative cover but no fire door to cover it. There were a lot of new pipes for both gas and

electricity at the entrance to the flat, The fuse box was also placed there. This should not

have been allowed as it was her only exit. We were left to sort these issues out ourselves as

the TMO refused to help us. This seemed to me to be reflective of the upgrade work they

did across the building at that time.

55. At least one lift was always broken when I visited the tower. It was a constant issue.

Sometimes we had to wait up to15 minutes to get into the lift.
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56. 1 had deep worries at the time but I buried them in the back of my mind. I did not want to

even contemplate what would happen if a fire ever happened.

57. Before she moved into the property she was at no point given any information about fire

safety. I would have known about this because I arranged all of her paperwork with the

IMO, and she would also have asked me to translate anything official she received

regarding her housing.

58. While she was living there she also did not receive any

information whatsoever about fire safety. She was given no information about how to get

out of the building in the event of an emergency. My mother never told me about any fire

safety cheeks being carried out by the London Fire Brigade. I know the TMO's engineers

were supposed to check the safety of the boiler and cooker a few months before the fire but

no one turned up despite my mother arranging for them to attend on two occasions.

59. When the fire happened at Grenfell Tower my mother could not escape because, even on a

good day, she could not go down 18 floors, let alone in that fire. The Council failed in their

duty of care. They failed to provide any provision for my mother that would allow her to

escape in the event of a fire. She was forced to live in the flat, knowing she could not

manage the stairs. I think that if she had been placed lower down in the Tower she would be

alive today. 1 think it is striking to look at the faces of those that died: they arc

predominately non-white. If she had been a wealthier woman with different skin colour she

would have been alive today.

60. In my opinion the Council before, during and after the fire has treated our family with utter

contempt.

61. When the Inquiry was first announced I had no faith in it. I still perhaps have no faith that it

is going to produce anything resembling justice, but I hope it will look into why my mother,

a disabled person with mobility issues, was placed into an 18th floor property knowing that

there was no rescue plan in place for her. I-ler human right to escape was denied even before

the fire.
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62.1 refer the reader to the witness statement of my brother, Mr Shahrokh Aghlani, in respect of

comments relating to the night of the fire and aftermath.

63.1 do hope that the public Inquiry is going to produce a long lasting change and get to the

real bottom of what happened.

Statement of Truth

believe the facts stated in this witness statement are true

4,911144%;

DATED 12 September 2018
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